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QUESTION 1

At a technical college, each student is supervised by a lecturer. Some lecturers supervise several students, some none. 

Which of the following class diagrams best shows this student-lecturer relationship? (2 Points) 

A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 2

Listed below you will find four reasons why different views of individual components of the requirements are used
instead of a single view displaying all the requirements and attributes. Which of the following reasons are true and which
are false? (2 Points) 

A. A, C, E, H 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

The activity diagram below shows a simplified order processing procedure. Which of the following statements is correct
for this flow? (2 Points) 

A. The flow is not modelled correctly, since no condition (branch)should be present within a fork. 

B. The flow is modelled correctly: the goods branch as well as the export and domestic order branch are processed in
parallel to one another. 

C. The flow is not modelled correctly, since the branches for the domestic and export orders must be consolidated via a
diamond symbol. 

D. The flow is modelled correctly and the "issue invoice" activity is conducted after the "compile goods" activity. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Within system development, conflicts continually arise between stakeholders with regard to the requirements. As a
requirements engineer, how do you handle conflicts in projects best? (1 Point) 

A. You resolve the conflict with the best resolution technique available to you. 

B. You analyze the conflict, try to bring about a solution with a suitable technique and document relevant information
about the conflict. 

C. You ignore the conflict since this is a matter for project management. 

D. In order to resolve such conflicts you escalate them via the escalation paths defined in the project. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are project manager for a system that your company is creating for the military in the field of logistics. A
requirements engineer has been assigned to your project but does not have all the desirable skills for this role. In
respect to the attributes of the requirements engineer, which of the following statements implies the greatest risk for the
requirements engineering? (1 Point) 

A. The requirements engineer is not familiar with the military ranks and so cannot deal adequately with the hierarchical
sensitivities. 

B. The requirements engineer does not have detailed knowledge of the military norms and standards that should be
applied to the system. 

C. The requirements engineer has no solid project management training. 

D. The requirements engineer is introverted and has no knowledge of requirements elicitation and documentation. 

Correct Answer: D 
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